
Examining the
Neighborhood Meeting Process



Goals of a neighborhood meeting

• Make neighboring properties aware of a potential development in 
their area,

• Provide a forum for citizens to learn about the potential 
development early in the process, and 

• Allow an opportunity for citizens to suggest small-scale changes 
that could make the development more palatable for the 
neighborhood.



Stress the timing in the planning process

The meeting is one of the first steps in the process.

The plan at this point is conceptual. Further review by staff is required, to 
ensure that it is meeting the goals and requirements of the city.

There will be several opportunities for public comment once the plan is 
further developed.

The meeting is a requirement, and staff has not yet made a determination 
on whether the plan will be supported.



Proposed Changes

Change the meeting format to 
encourage productive dialogue 
and to provide more one-on-one 
conversation between the 
developer and citizens

Change the mailing to be less 
technical and more narrative and 
to provide more helpful 
information prior to the meeting



Open House Format

Smaller tables staffed with the development team 

Clarify to developers the expectation to provide multiple staff 
members to run tables/stations

One station for city staff, for zoning and process questions

Developer can choose to do a quick presentation, but should 
take questions at stations

Developers can choose to use a third party presenter or 
facilitator that can more effectively guide a potentially 
contentious meeting
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Mailed notification

Send a mailing that 
describes the project 
in laymen’s terms

Explain where the 
development is in the 
process

Explain the 
neighborhood open 
house meeting format

Include a one-page 
sketch of the proposal



Other improvements

Formal pamphlet, outlines the life cycle of a development from early 
discussions with staff, all the way through building permit—high level, 
point out public engagement opportunities

Include the neighborhood meeting public notice letter and plan on 
the public calendar, for all to view

Include the developer’s report of neighborhood meeting comments 
with the package presented at the FMPC and BOMA 
meetings/workshops


